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Sandler seems to have lost his touch,
latest release disappoints
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Learning
by doing

Left, director Babak
Sarrafan explains the
action he wants to see
from actor Tom Shamwell.
for a scene in the music
video "Skintight" by the
Donnas. a Palo Alto rock
group
Below, the Donnas pose
in the back of a 1965
Ford Mustang convertible
driven by Breton
Nicholson, the video’s star
and a SJSU senior, in
front of a Quick Service
Mart on Thursday. The
production is part of the a
class taught by Sarrafan.

T.! 1

RTVF 185 class gets real world
experience filming ’Donnas’ video
By Donna Carmichael
Daily senior staff writer
video
called
ADmusic
"Skintight," featuring The
onnas, was shot on campus over the weekend.
The joint venture is the latest
collaboration between San Jose
State University’s radio, television, film department’s 185 class
and a local recording artist "on
the rise."
The upper division class,
taught by SJSU RTVF alumnus
Babak Sarrafan, is a special topics class.
Since Sarrafan’s arrival back
campus as a faculty member
..., January ’98, the award-winning filmmaker has taught the
class as an intensive, hands-on
seminar. In the class, students
not only produce a marketable
video but do in-depth analysis of
the process.
Wendy Hodgen, a student in
the class and casting director for
"185Productions" latest effort,
"Skintight," said her teacher and
mentor is a huge plus for the
department.
"We are so lucky to have him
here," she said.
Hodgen’s great admiration
and respect for Sarrafan was
echoed by many of her classmates on the set, who are clearly in awe of their accomplished
professor.
Cheri Kelley, another student

in the class in charge of artist
relations and publicity for
"Skintight," said it is Sarrafan’s
philosophy to make all 30 students in the class feel like their
contribution is important.
Sarrafan’s understated, softspoken manner belies a long list
of credits dating back to his teen
years, including work in television and film in programs such
as "Law and Order," motion pictures such as "Independence
Day," commercials featuring
stars such as Michael Jackson
and esoteric "art" films, such as
his recently released "Sting of
Chance."
In fall ’98, Sarrafan and his
class produced their first music
video, intended for heavy rotation on stations such as MTV,
called "Surprize Packidge," the
video starred Mix Master Mike,
a member of the rap group
Invisbl Skratch Piklz. The video
debuted early in the new year
with enough success that
co-producer
Sarrafan
and
Sharon Jennings, manager of
campus radio station KSJS,
started to plan the next
"185Productions" music video
project.
Jennings said they look for an
artist, band or group that fills a
few criteria.
"We want local talent on a
localized label, and we look for

See Donnas page 4

Symphonic band
performs at Union

Rape suspect
leaves school
,

Clarissa &Waters
segorriar

Lunchtime activity provides ’soothing’ sounds

lie Norman, a basketball
’t accused of rape in a Sept. 12
ant at Washburn Hall, is no
a San Jose State University
t, it was learned Monday after-

By Mike Osegueda
Daily staff writer

orman has withdrawn from the

vanity," said Sylvia Hutchinson,

public relations officer.
* ’ The former Illinois high school basketball star appeared in Santa Clara
County Municipal Court earlier
Monday, but did not enter a plea to
:Charges that he raped arettgh schoolacquaintance.is
o
scheduled
ed to appear Oct.)ail
enter a plea.
orman had been recruited to play
men’s basketball team at SJSU
as not eligible to play basketball,
vials infOrmation dbector Lawrence
Fin said after Norman was arrested.
University Police Department officers took Norman into custody about
4, pin. Sunday, Sept. 12 after a resit advisor beard screams coming
Norman’s room. When the
t Adviser knocked on the dose,
an opened it, the vig
g and crying as his
to a UPD rrictute The
’
Norman’s
to call a
assistant to omen’s room.
second resident advisor called
ertity police.
Norman was charged with rape of
unconscious or inteticeted victim
false imprisonent
m
on Sept 15.
was released on $15,000 bail.
It

Photo, by Robert Britobllow / Spartan Dual

Chrb Preoyolos / Spartan Daily
Keith Brion, framed by a baritone, conducts the San Jose Sate
University Symphonic Band Monday in the Student Union
Amphitheater.

Adam Carabajal heard peaceful music in the vicinity of the
Student Union Amphitheater,
but was surprised to find the
San Jose State University
Symphonic Band was the
source.
Carabajal, a business administration major, said he expected
to see someone just playing
music with a CD player, but
regardless found it a calm
atmosphere where he could sit
and study his business notes.
"It’s soothing," Carabajal
said. "It’s nice to come out here
and listen to some music you can
study to."
Carabajal and an upward of
50 other people were in attendance as the band held an outdoor concert, titled "Lunch
Music," Monday in the newly
refurbished amphitheater.
Second -year conductor Keith
Brion said the performance in
the outdoor venue was the first
he could remember.
"It’s been a long time since
we’ve done something like this
on campus," Brion said.
He led the band is made up of
SJSU and open university stu-

"It’s good for
people to have
a change of
scenery during
lunch time,
other than just
staring at the
walls of the
Student Union"
-- Stephanie Sutton
SJSU English major
dents along with three faculty
through a 45members
minute routine filled with typical concert orchestra music and
military marches. It included
the likes of Johann Sebastian
Bach, John Philip Sousa and
Morton Gould.
As she listened to the sounds
of Gould’s "American Salute."
Anne Bragstad said she came to
see many of her friends in the
band perform.
Bragstad. a public relations

major, is also a member of the
SJSU marching band and said
the concert was something of
which she would like to see
more.
"When people don’t have stuff
to do they can come out here,"
Bragstad said."Especially during lunch time."
Stephanie Sutton, a sophomore majoring in English, said
"Lunch Music" proved to be a
change of pace for SJSU students.
"It’s good for people to have a
change of scenery during lunch
time, other than just staring at
the walls of the Student Union,"
Sutton said.
Brion said while the concert
may be nice for students, it also
proved to be a vital dress
rehearsal for the band.
"It’s entertaining for people
during lunch time on campus,"
Brion said. "For us, it is also a
time to play another concert."
Rene Caparros, an alto saxophone player, said the concert
also allowed students on campus
to learn about the band.
"A lot of people on campus
don’t know we have a symphonic band," said Caparros, an
advertising major. "It gave us a

See Band, page 4
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Rivalry between
papers breeds
better stories

Mute relationship
with your TV; turn
to reality channel

Prophecies

Christina Lucarotti
STAFF

JEREMIAH SHAN

WRITER

you’re probably a
better, stronger person than I am, who
doesn’t get sucked into
hours of "X-Files" re-runs
or
Rules"
"Road
marathons. Perhaps you
don’t remember Ally
McBeal’s dates better than your own. And I’m sure
you’re more familiar with your actual neighbors
the Simpson’s
than the residents of Springfield
hometown.
However, if you can’t recall the last book you
read, not including required course material, and a
buzz of sounds and images seem to stream constantly from a black box in the corner of your room,
you, my friend, may be a televisionaholic.
Remain calm. Treatment for this disease is
rather painless.
All you have to do is turn off your television.
Disconnecting yourself from the tube may
sound easy, but try not watching for a month.
"Television provides an escape from reality not
unlike that of drugs or alcohol. A person can slip
away into the fantasy world offered by television
programs and effectively impede the pressures and
anxieties of their own lives. This is similar to ’going
on a trip’ induced by drugs or alcohol," according to
Marie Winn, author of "The Plug-In Drug."
The fantasy world into which TV shows draw
their viewers is just that, a fantasy. In the world of
television, the population of minorities, including
blacks, Hispanics and young and old people, are significantly under-represented, according to a study
done by George Gerbner, dean of the Annenburg
School of Communications at the University of
Pennsylvania. Gerbner’s study also revealed that
on -screen acts of crime are 10 times as prevalent
than in real life.
Arid, in television land, men outnumber women
three to one. However, on planet Earth, women
make up more than half of the population, according to Oerbner’s study.
These tidbits might not convince you that a
world without television would be a better place,
hut consider the following:
I. The simple economic law of scarcity says that
an hour spent watching television is an hour lost
ti7 the time most Amerivitiv. are 18 years old, they
,tanu,ily, front
4.
s
Mi
NaMay, authors of "Abandoned in the Wasteland:
(Jbildren, Television and the First Amendment."
Are you willing to trade irreplaceable hours of your
life for junk television shows?
2. Usually a TV show is interesting because the
characters are smart, funny or intriguing. Yet, however fascinating a character is, their qualities don’t
rub off on you via the TV cable. Instead of admiring
karma’s free spirit, reading the Dalai Lama’s latest, best seller might be more useful.
:’ 3. Besides wasting braimpower, watching television is bad for your health. Your body metabolism
is an average of 14.5 percent higher when lying on
your bed than when watching television, according
to a study by Robert Klesges from Memphis State
University.
The. bottom lint. is this: You’ve already spent
countless hours absorbing someone else’s view of
the world through the idiot box, and now it’s time to
experience life firsthand.

(*tstina Lucarotti is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Misfit team worthy competitor for elite
Kasteler and a vastly improved
Ipromise it won’t become a
defense.
recurring theme in my
But so is Stanford. After comcolumns, but it’s time to talk
ing off an opening-week thra..hill of Stanford once again.
ing against the University of
Last week, we all dreamed
Texas, the Cardinal has put
about shipping our esteemed presback-to-back-to-back 50 point
ident, Robert Caret, north to the
games on the board against
greener pastures of The Farm.
national powers Washington
This week, it’s time to start
State University, Arizona and
dreaming about manhandling the
UCLA.
Cardinal where it really counts.
Both SJSU and Stanford are
Not in academics, but on the gridhitting
on
all
cylinders
right now. Trouble is that
iron.
They can take all their Ph.D.’s, Supreme Court Stanford is a Lexus and SJSU is ... well, a 1976 Chevy
Justices, movie stars and talk about being the West Nova it’s functional, but when you’ve got a hot date,
Coast’s intellectual equivalent of Harvard, because you’ve got to ask your old man to borrow the Caddy.
none of that really matters.
This isn’t a knock on the Spartan football program,
Not if we put a butt-kicking on them on the football merely a reality.
We are the red-headed stepchildren of Bay Area unifield.
Am I bitter about Stanford being the "elite institu- versities. They are power and prestige.
We are the white trash neighbor with a car on
tion" in the Bay Area?
blocks in the front yard. They are country clubs and
You bet your lame tree mascot I am.
polo
ponies.
Am I bitter because they look down their noses
We are hamburgers. They are filet mignon.
past the silver spoons dangling out of their mouths
We are Velveeta. They are caviar.
at us?
We are Pabst Blue Ribbon. They are Dom Perignon.
You can bet your $4,000-per-year San Jose State
When the national media talks about San
University education I am.
But for three hours this Saturday, we have the Francisco, two universities Stanford and Cal are
epperes11111plas show the upper crust, brie-eating, the only ones mentioned.
But like the kid that got thrown in the garbage
Merlot-sipping snobs in Palo Alto that there are some
dumpster in high school, every dog has its day.
things that money can’t buy.
I say we take our Nova up to the Farm, crash into
Like heart. Like perseverance. Like fortitude. Like a
their shiny new Lexus, get out, pull the Cardinal out of
second straight victory.
Last season, we went to Stanford in the first week of the driver’s seat and beat the living snot out of them.
the season and put a hurting on the Cardinal it they We jump up and down on their chest, kick them in the
head and when we’re done, stand there and laugh at
never really recovered from.
Starting with the loss to the Spartans, Stanford them while they’re bawling like a debutante whose
cotillion got rained on.
limped to a 3-8 season.
I say we all go up to Stanford, and en masse
Don’t think that fact will be lost on anyone wearing
heckle those pretentious, Atherton-living, J. CrewCardinal this weekend.
Last year, the Cardinal had to have been looking wearing, I-paid -too-much -goddamn-money-for-myeducation snobs.
past us. Don’t count on it this year.
I say we go up to Palo Alto, knock the lawn jockeys
Last season SJSU coach Dave Baldwin had all sumdown and come home with a new tree to plant on
mer to piece together a game plan to beat Stanford.
Tower lawn.
This year he has just one week.
Oh, and we can leave President Caret up there ...
But this is a different team than last year for
Baldwin. Last year, SJSU was a 23-point underdog, just for good measure.
which was supposed to roll over for our neighbors on
the Farm.
Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily assistant sports
This season, SJSU is playing inspired football
editor "Mr. Bad Example" appears Tuesdays.
behind the stellar play of Deonce Whitaker, Chris

Spartan Daily
The
needs some competition.
The San Jose Mercury
count
doesn’t
News
because a) it largely
ignores San Jose State
University, and b) is never
mistaken for an alternative to the Daily. Metro
also doesn’t count for mainly the same reasons.
No, this isn’t meant to be masochistic. I’m not
looking for someone to take over for us, we would
just like a little rivalry with someone other than
Update News the campus TV news show.
I would just love to wake up in the morning and
be nervous about finding out something we
missed. I’d love to read someone else’s version of
one of our stories and see how they did it. It would
be refreshing to pick up a SJSU-based publication
and see what someone else thought.
That’s what competition is all about. It makes
you want to do better and, if for no better reason,
makes you afraid you’ll miss something. As a
result, you dig harder, find the original angle and
make your story better than the competition’s.
Once upon a time, such an environment existed. For about five years during the mid- to late’80s, there was a publication called the
Independent that was the Daily’s competition, if
only once a week.
Someone called us out. They told us when they
disagreed. We competed for the same staffs, and
many of the people on one staff had worked for the
other publication or eventually would.
When the Independent finally shut down its
presses that’s a figure of speech, they never
the campus
actually owned their own presses
lost a voice. I’d like to think the Daily has done a
sometimes adequate, sometimes very good job of
covering the campus community. But it’s fun to
imagine what might have been.
It’s sad especially for us journalists but
the Daily’s situation is very common. While some
markets such as Los Angeles, New York, Chicago
and San Francisco boasted an upward of 10 daily
newspapers during the early part of the century,
such markets are now extinct. Chicago has two
dailies, New York basically has three, Los Angeles
essentially has one and San Francisco will soon
have one too, when the Chronicle inevitably swallows up the Examiner.
In case you did not know, the owners of the
Examiner are attempting to sell their paper now
that they have bought the Chronicle. Media pundits in San Francisco are upset, but the general
public doesn’t seem too concerned that one of the
last family-owned newspapers will be bought by
one of the bigger media companies, Hearst.
San Francisco’s market is the only one that had
operated in Northern California under any semblance of competition. As a result, it also produced
two of the state’s more interesting papers.
The two staffs abhorred one another, but as a
result produced good stories.
The San Jose Mercury News has no such rival,
and it shows. The Merc can afford to overlook an
audience such as SJSU and not pay for it.
The Daily has no such rival, and it shows, too.
So, if you hate the Daily or just think we do a
bad job of covering certain aspects of campus,
start a rival publication.
The competition would be welcome.
Jeremiah Oshan is the Spartan Daily executive
editor "Prophecies" appears Tuesdays.

More money needed to accommodate imminent increase in student enrollment
precie Jose would have graduated
next spring, but the impacted
management informations systems program has set back her date.
The San Jose State University
senior’s predicament will seem small
Tidal Wave II hits.
:’What can be worse than the frustraCain of fighting 1,600 students trying to
enroll in the same class?
Well, try fighting with 714,000 additional students who are expected to hit
california’s public college campuses in
2010.
California has recognized this problem, hence the name Tidal Wave II, but

(Lir,.

that is all they have done.
And besides some feeble attempts at
rectifying the situation, the state will
probably do nothing better than giving
the problem a gimmicky name.
Year-round schooling and Internet
and television courses have been stiggested by a legislative committee and a
private commission, but all they have
done is waste time and money for a
problem that has an easy solution.
Only two things are needed for handling the increase of students: more
money and more classes.
But that is too easy or wrong, otherwise it would have been done before.

,

increased fees during summer school.
SJSU students pay roughly $500 for a
summer course.
The Legislature’s solution to that is
the possibility note, possibility of
What is needed to accommodate an providing funds to coincide with fees
student enrollment increase of 36 per- comparable to fall and spring semesters, but that would pose a problem for
cent from 1998’s enrollment figures?
teachers.
More teachers.
For the UC system, summer is the
More classes.
time for professors to do research. State
Legislators that have a clue.
Sure, year-round schooling would university teachers need vacations, too.
Most of them don’t want to work durprovide relief for one-third of the student increase, but the problems will ing the summer, and justifiably so. They
just don’t have the same excuse as UC
take 10 years to work out.
The state has to tackle the issues of teachers.
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Readers are encouraged to express themselves on
the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an
issue or point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel
and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237,
e-mail at SDAILY(0)mc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and Mass Communications or Sall

Internet and television courses.
This is just another translation for
Sesame Street and traffic school.
Sesame Street is OK for pre-schoolers
and traffic school ... Need we say more?
The only way to accommodate the
Tidal Wave II problem has to be spending money on more teachers and more
classes.
But with California’s track record, it
won’t be done.
Money will be spent on more jails
that house uneducated people, and
Precie Jose will remember how easy she
had it as a student when she could take
more than one course a semester.

Correction
A page 1 Daily story that ran on Monday,
incorrectly apportioned registration fees.
The Associated Students collects a total
of $55.50 student registration fees each
semester.
The fees go toward the student association, $18; campus recreation, $6; child care,
$8; and transit access, $23.50.
The Student Union fee, $81, goes directly
to Student Union Inc., and the instructionally related activity fee goes directly to the
IRA and is distributed to the campus organizations.
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gible. For more information, call Dr
May Wang at 924-3106.

Nutrition and Food Services
Body composition analysis from
8 a m. to 10 a.m, in the Central
Classroom building, room 221. For
more information, call James
Burke at 924-3377.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass from 12:10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call father Bob Barry
at 938-1610.

Career Center
Recruiting services workshop from
12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.; Recruiting
services rØsumØ critique from 1:15
p.m to 2:15 p.m. in Building F. For
more information, call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.

Library Donations and Book
Sales
Weekly book sales at a new location from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Clark
Library, room 408. For more information, call the library acquisitions
department at 924-2705.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; art receptions, 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. in the art and industrial studies buildings. For more
information, call John or Jenny at
924-4330.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries and art exhibitions, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the art
and industrial studies buildings.
For more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.

School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series: Ed
Osborn, sound artist, composer, performer and educator, 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. in the art building, room 133.
For more information, call Andy at
924-4328.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
Team conditioning, all welcome,
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. at Spartan Field,
10th and Alma streets. For more
information, call Tern at 924-7943.
Counseling Services
Support groups for students taking medications or considering taking medication for concerns such as
depression, anxiety and OCD. 3
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Administration building, room 201.
For more information, call Jill
Steinberg or Christie Fukunaga at
924-5910.
Nutrition and Food Science
department
Ongoing recruitment for Latina
and Asian bone health study.
Females age 20-25 years old are eli-

Marketing Association
Northwestern Mutual gives tips
on marketing yourself in the financial service industry, 4:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. in the Almaden room,
Student Union. For more information, call Arlene at 870-2086.

Classroom Building, room 118. For
more information, call Michelle
Anderson at 378-8239

New Student Advising and
Orientation
Orientation leader recruitment
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m in the Student
Life Center For more information,
call Tony, Myra or Crystal at 9245950.

Re-entry Advisory Program
Brown bag lunch. "Been there,
done that": re-entry students discuss their struggles and successes,
12 p.m. to 130 p.m in the Pacheco
room, Student Union. For more
information, call Jane Boyd at 9245950.

Library Donations and Book
Sales
Weekly book sales at a new location from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Clark
Library, room 408. For more information, call the library acquisitions
department at 924-2705.

Sparta Guide
New Student Advising and
Orientation
Orientation leader recruitment
from 8 a.m to 5 p.m in the Student
Life Center. For more information.
call Tony, Myra or Crystal at 9245950.
International Relations
Associations
Interested in studying abroad?
Associate director of study abroad
program will discuss overseas
opportunities for students from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Constanoan
room, Student Union. For more
information, call Karim at 3794950.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group and rnentoring at
12:30 p.m. in the Montalvo room,
Student Union. For more information, call Diane Stegmeir at 2796385.

Al -Anon Meeting
Help for families and friends of
alcoholics every Tuesday at 12:15
p.m. in Building 8 (Administration),
room 222B.

KSJS Movie Ticket Giveaway
SJSU’s radio station, 90.5 KSJS,
is giving away 200 tickets to
"Plunkett and Macleane" from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of the
Student Union. For more information, call Marisa Stoker at 9244548.

The War Zone
Underground hip -hop on SJSU’s
radio station, KSJS, with DJ
Formula One and Oz, from 10 p m.
to 2 a.m. For more information, call
924-KSJS.

Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club
Movie: "Smoke Signals" at 4:30
p.m. in Washington Square Hall.
room 004. For more information,
call Lynn Sikkink at 924-5713.

Physics Department
Weekly seminar series: "Optical
spatial solutions and their applications," featuring Dr. Zhigang Chen
from San Francisco State
University, at 4:30 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall, room 109.
For more information, call Dr.
Michael Kaufman at 924-5210.

SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
Recruitment table in front of the
Student Union from 10 30 a.m. to 1
p.m. For more information, call Tera
at 924-7943.

Wednesday

Jose

SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning and intermediate
rumba lessons taught by a professional guest, followed by open dancing, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m in Spartan
Complex East, room 089. For more
information. call Michelle Lehne at
260-8187.
SJSU Budo Taijutsu Club
Weekly martial arts training, 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. in Uchida Hall, room
202. For more information, call
Garth at 297-7646.
Department of Meteorology
Seminar presentation: The coming revolution in weather satellite
remote sensing. Featuring Robert L.
Bernstein from SeaSpace
Corporation, San Diego, 12 p.m. to
1:15 p.m. in Duncan Hall, room 614.
For more information, call the meteorology department at 924-5200.
Advancement Via Individual
Determination
AVID tutor recruitment from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m in front of the
Student Union. For more information, call Lindsey Vaughn at 9245975.
Tau Delta Phi
Meeting - readings at 6 p.m. at
Nick’s Pizza. For more information,
call John at 445-5440.

Child Development Club
Graduation information meeting
at 3:30 p.m. in the Central

Sta t e

Student Union from 1030 a.m. to 1
p.m. For more information, call Tera
at 924-7943.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
First team practice of the Beason
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. at Spartan
Field, Tenth and Alma streets. For
more information, call Tera at 9247943.
New Student Advising and
Orientation
Orientation leader recruitment
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Student
Life Center. For more information,
call Tony, Myra or Crystal at 9245950.

M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly meeting, 2:30 p.m. in
the Chicano Resource Center. For
more information, call Miguel
Rodriguez at 938-0429.

Habitat for Humanity
SJSU chapter informational
meeting, 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the
Almaden room, Student Union. For
more information, call Gina Lorenzo
at 924-5950.

Career Center
Recruiting services workshop from
3:30 p.m. to 4:15 p.m.; recruiting
services rØsumØ critique from 4:15
p.m. to 5:15 p.m. in Building F. For
more information, call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.

The Listening Hour
Opera San Jose: The Tale of the
Nutcracker. Excerpts from an operatic version of Candyland in which
a princess must make grown-up
choices, 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in
the Music Building Concert Hall.
For more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924-4631.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the art and
industrial studies buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.

Hispanic Business Association
General meeting, 5:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in the Student Union
council chambers room, second floor.
For more information, call Mari at
388-7111.

Student Life Center
Leadership development workshop series: planning a successful
program, 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. in the
Almaden room, Student Union. Free
admission, all students welcome.
For more information, call the
Student Life Center at 924-5950.

Campus Crusade for Christ
"Night Life" - A time to worship, have fun and build Christian
relationships, 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall, room 207.
For more information, call Eddie at
923-2656.

Thursday
SJSU Study Abroad Office
Study and work abroad fair from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Seventh Street
plaza. For more information, call
Robert Carotin at 924-5931.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
Recruitment table in front of the

University

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff The deadline for
entries is noon, three days before desired publi
cation date Entry forms are available in the
Spartan Daily Office Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions

LETTERS
Professor not sympathetic to students
amused by associate proIwas
fessor Dennis Jaehne’s letter
on labeling students as whiners when it comes to finding parking spaces. He felt no sympathy
for us due to the fact that we have
other alternatives to cope with the
crisis. He coined it as an individual convenience problem rather
than a communal problem.
Well, professor Jaehne, you are
quite brave to go against the
29,000 students here at San Jose
State University. You mistakenly
used the word "we" in your article
when we all know it is not the
staff that has a parking problem.
it’s the students. We, the students,

do make every conscious, feasible
effort to arrive on campus in time
for our morning classes,
There are too many external
factors that contribute to the
parking crunch. First of all, the
majority of the classes are held in
the early and late mornings.
Many of the students arrive on
campus two to three hours before
their first scheduled class. By 8:30
a.m., there is virtually not a single
parking spot available. Secondly,
student enrollment has increased
every year while our valuable
parking spaces were slashed by a
couple of hundred due to a building upgrade. Thirdly, dorms are

coming soon >>> ocr career fair

filled beyond capacity, and the
housing market is inflated beyond
what we can afford on our menial
incomes. The housing market
forced us to commute from places
far beyond the realm of San Jose.
Maybe the only way to get professor Jaehne to ally with the
unfortunate students is to take
away his special staff permit and
give him our $81 parking permit.
Let him compete with us daily for
a parking spot. Maybe then he’ll
join us "whiners" in a fight for
more parking.
Nghia Huynh
history

Many alternatives to campus parking
that
unfortunate
is
ItCharmain Smith ("Bike cages
not best solution") may be
leaving San Jose State University
without learning much. What she
has failed to figure out is the fact
that the bike cages, mostly funded
by the Bay Area Air Quality
Management District, are only
one alternative solution the
Associated Students has come up
with to assist the university with
situation.
parking
its
Nevertheless, maybe I am asking
too much if I want writeis to see
university and A.S. efforts to solve
the parking problem in a holistic

way. Besides the enclosures, the
A.S. Transportation Solutions
Program provides free rides on
bus and light rail by presenting
the Tower Card, a car pool program, a personalized trip planning service and a competent cornpany, ALTRANS, to administer all
of this.
The university’s Office of
Traffic and Parking Operations
has done an excellent job in trying
to find solutions to the parking
problem. This university department provides the South Campus
alternative, new shuttles, car pool
spaces at Seventh Street garage,

van pools and sponsors the
Transit Access Program for faculty and staff,
Not everyone must have a
parking space and these alternative solutions are for those who
can function without one. The university and the A.S. will continue
to look for solutions. However, to
attack an element without giving
credit to the overall effort shows
ignorance.

OCR Career Fair
October 7, 1999

Alfonso De Alba
Executive Director, A.S.
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Spartan Daily

STUDY JAPANESE

daily

go to the
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
SJSU Event Center

!

IN TOKYO!
The Waseda/Oregon Trznsnational Program, January 11- June
23, 2000, is a comparative US-japan Societies study program that
offers three levels of Japanese language instruction and thematic
humanities/social science courses that mix US-based and regular
Waseda students together in the classroom at Waseda University in
Tokyo, Japan. Scholarships up to $1,000 are available. For more
information, contact:
Waseda/Oregon Programs at (800) 8237938,
info@opie.org, or www.opie.org.
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Bands

A breath of fresh air

Continued from pg

1

chance to show people."
Caparros said he was pleased
to see the people in attendance
enjoy themselves. He added he
was pleased a lot of kids showed
up to watch and listen.
The kids, elementary school
students from Miramonte, had
the best view in the house, seated directly in front of the band.
Fifth -grader Stela Dugall
came to watch her music teacher
perform as part of the band.
"It’s peaceful," 9 -year-old
Dugall said about the music.
Lainy Sabino, a 10-year-old
student from Miramonte, wants
to be in the shoes of the symphonic band members one day.
"I want to play the flute or
sing when I grow up," Sabina
said.
Brion hopes the band’s lunch
performances can become a
trend in the amphitheater,
enabling them to get practice in
before each concert.
"It’s a chance to get organized
without a formal concert," Brion
said.
The symphonic band’s next
formal concert will be at 7:30 on
Oct. 12 at the SJSU Concert
Hall, located in the music building.

STREET
FERNANDO
SAN

If you
have any
brains at all,

A1)j
l1V38
103H3
fi
Mari Matsumoto / Special to the Spartan Daily
Senior Michael Wright holds a fin on junior Mark Fung’s head as Fung practices breathing during a beginning swimming class. The swimming class is held Monday and
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m, in the Spartan Complex East at San Jose State University.

you’ll be aware
of the danRer
of depression.
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Donnas

(OCT ME
COAST

Continued from pg 1
an artist or artists who appeal to a
wide demographic. We also look for a
new, fresh or novel sound, such as
’alternative,’" she said.
Jennings said she selected both
Mix Master Mike and The Donnas,
indicating that her latest pick, The
Donnas
a four-member, all -girl
band from Palo Alto, getting a lot of
media attention
were an easy and
obvious choice.
The Donnas label, Lookout!
Records of Berkeley, added to the
band’s appeal.
"Lookout is a great grassroots
label. They’re very cooperative and
into supporting the educational mission," Jennings said.
The partnership is intended to be
mutually beneficial, with recognition and credit for SJSU’s RTVF
program and the "Iti5Productions"
team in particular, plus all the promotion and nearly free video for the
emerging musical talent.
"They get a music video for oneone-hundredth of the cost of a professionally produced video. Who
wouldn’t want that?" Jennings said.
Still, expectations run high, even
from up-and-comers in the music
business.
In an interview with one member
of The Donnas, candid lead singer
Brett Anderson had a few things to
say about her participation in the
class -produced music video of the
title track from The band’s latest
CD: "Skintight."
"They
told
us
they
(l85Prodrictionst had generated
about $80,000 in donations to do
this video. Where is it?" asked 20 year-old Anderson, with exaggerated amazement.
Anderson, "the ’Donna’ who
appears to enjoy all aspects of the
limelight most quickly, countered
her disarmingly frank criticism with
a compliment to the production
team.
"They are very organized. They
never keep us waiting around like
some of them," she said.
The band made recent appearances in the films "Jawbreaker,"
"Next To You," and "Detroit Rock
City."
If the set in the Hal Todd thestare of Hugh Gillis Hall seemed a
little Spartan in comparison to The
Donnas’ bigger-budget productions,
SJSU’s 185Prod actions team spared
no effort and worry seeing to The
during
comfort
the
Donnas
"Skintight" shoot.
"They love Nintendo and watching TV, and videos and snacks, 80 we
we’ve been buying all their
favorites: pizza, Kit Kate, Reese’s
Pieces, barbecue chips and Arizona
Green Tea. They really love that,"
casting assistant Angel Jones said.
Thursday’s shoot at a conveQuick Service
nience store The
meant The
Market in Hayward
Donnas had to hang around before
their call, son cast member living in

Hayward made her living room
available to the band.
Hodgen said Dawn Dalton, the
other "Skintight"
co-producer,
searched all over San Jose for weeks
with no luck, looking for a convenience store setting to film the
"Skintight" plot, but no manager
would volunteer their business, even
with the prospect of potential publicity.
"We finally got a couple of offers
in Hayward, right at the end,"
Hodgen said.
The "Skintight" video closely follows the lyrics of the song, with a
few embellishments added to make
the story line more coherent and
captivating within the tune’s playing time of almost three minutes.
"Skintight" is vintage Donnas
turf: girl (The Donnas) sees boy
standing near a Slurpee machine in
a convenience store he’s wearing
a white stud belt and a pair of oh -soskintight jeans. Girl tries to buy
stud -boy a Hostess cupcake and
wants to take him home. Girl then
sees boy talking to "that slut named
Starr," and girl endeavors to get
stud -boy (or Starr-boy as the cast
and crew called him) away from
Starr, engineering a few embarrassing incidents designed to make
Starr look like a jerk.
Added effects have Starr bumping into a hold-up man, stepping
into a bucket of water and getting a
pie in the face.
The action unfolds against the
song’s refrain: "Skintight baby
alright/Turn out the light and take a
bite/ Skintight all night/ This feels
right and skintight/ Skintight baby
alright/ Skintight all nits’.’
Hodgen picked her Starr-boy and
Starr-girl with very little ado. She
said she had been looking for a
while, and then he appeared right
out of the crowd in a Hugh Gillis
Hall hallway.
"There he was right here in
the
department
Breton
Nicholson, the perfect Starr-boy,"
Hodgen said.
Everyone on the set agreed that
Nicholson was perfect to play Starr’
boy.
The undergraduate RTVF major,
planning to complete a master’s
degree in theater, said he didn’t
know if he was what The Donnas
had in mind for the Skintight guy.
"They didn’t indicate," Nicholson
said with a grin.
He went through his takes with
the ease and apparent pleasure of a
pro.
"We lucked out with Starr-boy
and Starr-girl," said Hodgen.
Starr-girl, played by Annie Itisso,
a second -year general education
major at De Anza College, proved to
be as much a find as Nicholson.
"She knew someone in our
department and auditioned for the
role. She was our second tryout, and
we just knew she was the perfect

Starr-girl," Hodgen said.
Even more amazing: This is
lkisso’s first shot at acting. The strikingly beautiful Tosso, who looks like
a petite version of Brooke Shields,
got most of her takes right without a
lot of fuss.
Making it all look easy, Sarrafan
would leave his post behind the
monitor to show the novice actors
the moves and blocking, sometimes
getting down on all fours to place a
foot into a bucket just right.
No detail was too small for
Sarrafan’s calm, focused attention.
The same seemed true for his friend
and colleague, cinematographer Jim
Orr, who donated his expertise and
time to the project. The boyish Orr
gave painstaking attention to
Sarrafan’s film students, who were
learning to perfect their cinematography.
Jennings and Kelley said
Sarrafan brings his professional
friends and colleagues into the project, which is invaluable to the students.
"They donate their time and talent. It’s just amazing," Kelley said.
Even more amazing is the grueling schedule that produces all the
film footage needed to make a music
video in four 12-to-16 hour days of
almost non-stop work.
Despite all the potential handicaps of a class production using
amateurs and extras drawn from
the public, "stars" who need to be
accommodated, a relatively low budget and an excruciating schedule,
185Productions managed to pull it
all off and make it happen without
chaos or major incident.
In a few days, the reels of 35 mm
film will be on their way to a postproduction house in Los Angeles,
where they will be edited and digital
effects added by professionals -again,
all
donated
to
"185Productions."
"Skintight" should be making its
television debut sometime around
Thanksgiving, when The Donnas
have returned from their European
tour and RTVF185 is ready to wrap
up the semester.
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Dash to Class

Park for less, Shuttle for free.
Now the DASH shuttle stops at 4th Street and Paseo de San Antonio,
connecting San Jose State University to the San Jose Diridon Train Station,
VIA Light Rail, lots of cheap parking and other downtown locations.
DASH runs every 10 minutes from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. For a DASH brochure and
schedule, call 279-1775.
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SPORTS
Cerritos puts out Fire in 2-0 win
Sie

By Clarissa Aljentera
Daily staff writer

After coming off their second straight win, the San Jose Clash
were on fire.
The San Jose Clash beat the
Chicago Fire 2-0 Sunday at
Spartan Stadium, under new
head coach Lothar Osiander.
"He comes with his mind set
and his ideas. He tries to make
us comfortable," said Clash forward Ronald Cerritos. "He says
every time to win 100 percent."
Osiander is the former head
coach of the Los Angeles Galaxy,
and led the team to the first
Major League Soccer championship game in 1996.
He replaced former Clash
head coach Brian Quinn, who
was fired two weeks ago.
During the last two games
against the MetroStars and
Fusion, the Clash have been led
under interim head coach Jorge
Espinoza.
Espinoza was Quinn’s assistant.
Both teams were held scoreless after the first 45 minutes of
play.
San Jose attempted to score
in the first half when Clash midfielder Eddie Lewis knocked the
ball to the middle of the goal, but
Fire goalie Greg Sutton, who had
four saves, was there to protect
the goal.
In the second half, Lewis
assisted Cerritos for a score to
make it 1-0.
The play started with Clash
defender Braeden Cloutier, who
passed the ball across to Lewis
who was several feet from the
top of the penalty box.
Lewis then lobbed the ball to
Cerritos, who put it away deep
into the right corner.
"It felt good when I looked up
to see the ball," Cloutier said,
who said he hopes he can contribute offensively during the
remainder of the season with
Osiander in the organization.
"With the new coach, there is
power for me to go fort" he said.
ror Cerritos, it was his 15th
goal of this season. He was also
able to pick up an assist against
Chicago.
"My hope is and my goal was
when I left my country to be one
of the best in the world," said
Cerritos, who is from El
Salvador.
Lewis, who currently leads his
team in assists, has tied the club
record of 13.
"This is one of the best goals
I’ve been a part of," said Lewis,
who was named MLS Player of
the week, following one -goal,
three -assist
performance
against the Fusion Miami on

State

University

"This is one
of the best
goals I have
been a part
of."
Eddie Lewis,
Clash midfielder, after
assisting forward Ronald
Cerritos’ second -half goal
with a lob at the top of the
penalty box
Sept. 19.
Another goal for the Clash
came in the 85th minute of
play.
Cerritos was on top of the
penalty box. He passed the ball
over to Ryan Tinsley, who headed the ball into the goal, having
the Clash a 2-0 lead.
"It is nice to show what I can
do," said Tinsley, a Clash midfielder, who hasn’t played in the
past three games.
"I’m glad Osiander put me in.
Ron is a world class player he
put the ball right on my head,"
he said.
Aside from the Clash victory,
Osiander also addressed questions regarding Lewis and
Cerritos. Both players have
openly expressed interest in
leaving the Clash.
Osiander said money is just
one of the many options the two
players have to factor into their
decision.
"They will stay if there will be
a major increase in their salary.
They will have to stick around,"
Osiander said.
Cerritos replied, "I don’t know
where to play next year I may
try for Europe. I have a lot of
options for next year."
In In Chicago Fire news: San
Jose State University alumnus
and Fire defender C.J. Brown did
not play in Sunday’s game due to
heat cramps.
With two games remaining
in the season, the Clash will
travel to Colorado Saturday to
face the Rapids, and will return
home on Oct. 6 to face the
Kansas City Wizards at 7:30
p.m.
Sunday’s Score

0

&Slinky Clash vs. Calarodo Ftivids ,3o

Glenn Fuentes/Spartan Daily

Ronald Cerritos, San Jose Clash forward , tries to keep the ball
away from Diego Gutierrez of the Chicago Fire Sunday at Spartan

Stadium. Cerritos scored the first goal of the game late in the second
quarter. The Clash went on to win the game 2-0.

Champions’ Cup concludes Sunday
D.C.
LAS VEGAS (AP)
United and the Chicago Fire take
a break from their Major League
Soccer schedules this week to
compete in the 1999 CONCACAF
Champions’ Cup, the eight-team
international tournament featuring teams from five countries,
Tuesday night’s matches at
Sam Boyd Stadium feature the
Fire, the defending MLS champions, against Joe Public of Trinidad
and Tobago, champions of the
Caribbean, and Mexican champion Toluca against Alajuela of
Costa Rica.
On Wednesday, D.C. United
faces Central American champion
Olimpia of Honduras, and Necaxa
of Mexico will face Saprissa of
Costa Rica.

The semifinals are Friday and
the finals Sunday.
With last Saturday’s 2-0 victory over the Los Angeles Galaxy,
United clinched first place in the
MLS Eastern Division, secured
home advantage through the
playoffs and won a club-record
11th straight match.
Under first -year head coach
Thomas Rongen, D.C. enters the
Champions’ Cup with 23-7 record.
They are the defending winners of
the CONCACAF Champions’ Cup
for club teams. The winning team
in Las Vegas will advance to the
finals of the FIFA Club World
Championship next January in
Brazil.
United is led by all-star forward Roy Lassiter, the leading

scorer in the MLS this year with
17 goals and 11 assists in 28
games.
"We’re the team with the bull’s
eye on the back of our jerseys,"
Rongen said, "but it’s a great position to be in going into this tournament. We rested seven of our
first choice players against Los
Angeles and three others only
played in the second half We’re
serious about winning another
CONCACAF Champions’ Cup."
United marched through last
year’s tournament at their home
field, Washington’s RFK Stadium,
scoring 11 goals while holding all
three opponents scoreless.
Chicago is the defending MLS
champion, but at 16-14 is still
looking to clinch a playoff berth.

You Go PLACES,
Go HERE.

BEFORE

Young removed from game after hit
San
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP)
Francisco quarterback Steve
Young was knocked out of the
49ers’ 24-10 victory Monday night
against the Arizona Cardinals
when he took a severe hit with 28
seconds left in the first half.
Young, who has taken punishment repeatedly this season
behind a struggling offensive line,
was hit by two Cardinals on a
blitz as he let go of a pass.

Aeneas Williams hit Young
high and J.J. McCleskey hit him
low and Young’s head appeared to
bounce off the knee of an offensive
lineman as he fell to the turf.
At halftime, coach Steve
Mariucci said Young did not have
a concussion, but was woozy and
would stay out of the game as a
precaution.
Young lay motionless for a couple of minutes, before slowly get-

ting to his feet and making his
way to the sidelines.
Young was 13 -of-23 for 92
yards with a touchdown and an
interception as the 49ers took a
17-0 halftime lead. He was
replaced by SJSU alumnus Jeff
Garcia.
Young was sacked five times
and knocked down 16 more in last
week’s 28-21 come -from -behind
victory over New Orleans.
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NIN’s album is Reznor sharp
’The Fragile,’ Nine Inch Nails’ first release in five years, hits mark
By bison Stull
Dady staff writer

;;;;; cover a; t ;oui tesy of Nothing Records

Imagine being blindfolded and
marched down a long, dark corridor just seconds away from your
last cigarette in front of a firing
squad.
The soundtrack to such a scene
would be "Somewhat Damaged,"
the opening track off Nine Inch
Nails’ latest full-length CD "The
Fragile."
After a five-year hiatus from
recording albums, Trent Reznor
who writes, sings and performs
all of the band’s studio tracks
continues Nine Inch Nails’ reign
as the quintessential pop-industrial band with "The Fragile."
Reznor was active during the
break, producing albums for
Marilyn Manson, as well as producing the sound effects and
music for the hit video game
"Quake."
The newest release a two disc, 23 -track monument to
murky characters of dubious
is divided into the
moral fiber
Left and Right discs, not the standard "disc one, disc two" division
other artists may release.
Perhaps Reznor is hoping to
follow Smashing Pumpkins into

huge financial success the
Pumpkins’ "Mellon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness" double discs
were named "Twilight" and
"Starlight" and their album sold
more than four million copies.
"The Fragile" is not as big a
leap from "Downward Spiral,"
NIN’s second full-length CD, as
there was between "Spiral" and
the debut "Pretty Hate Machine."
Reznor seems to have become
less angry without losing his talent for arranging complicated
melodic pieces. He shows more
vocal control on the new CD than
on previous albums remember

Trent Reznor
continues
Nine Inch
Nails’ reign as
the quintessential popindustrial
band with
’The Fragile.’

CD Review
him screaming the chorus to
"Head Like a Hole?" and is not
afraid to showcase his talents in
this softer, more difficult effort.
In addition to the by-now-standard distorted vocals, guitars and
synthesizers, NIN has incorporated strings and acoustic guitars
more prominently in the latest
effort than in past albums.
"Somewhat Damaged" is a progressive piece that starts with the
soft strumming of an acoustic guitar and ends with the pulsing,
pounding, buzzing rise in blood
pressure one may hear when
death is imminent.
The instrumental interludes
that have appeared in earlier
NIN CDs, more as filler than
music, have reached a new level.
Track seven on the Left CD, "Just
Like You Imagined," is one instrumental song that will surely be on
the repeat menu of any CD player
it resides in.
Where "Downward Spiral" was
perhaps the breakthrough, fanmaking success for Nine Inch

with hit tracks "Closer"
Nails
"The Fragile" will
and "Hurt"
turn new fans into true followers.
Though most of the tracks on
"The Fragile" are slower-paced
than previous CDs, they are no
less’ intense.
Enthusiasts of the faster offerings, such as "Head Like a Hole"
from "Pretty Hate Machine" will
find something to get their blood
pumping.
One single released shortly
before the release of the album
found on the Right disc
"Starfuckers, Inc." is the perhaps
the most aggressive, in term of
pace, the album has to offer. The
lyrics paint a sardonic picture of
those who pay too much attention
to celebrities, the "gods" of popular culture: "My God pouts on the
cover of a magazine / My God’s a
shallow little bitch trying to make
the scene."
With a crunchy guitar chorus
and fast pace, the song will be the
mosh pit track at live shows when
NIN embarks on the promotional
tour, with Reznor backed up by a
touring band.
Some advice for those who are
casual NIN listeners: Buy a copy
of this CD. Advice for NIN devotees: Buy two and give one to a
friend.

Sandler’s 4th ’comedy’ effort offers nothing new
Movie star’s latest foray into stand-up fails to impress
By Jeremiah ()shun

CD Review-1

()tidy orri uf frt. Mils,

With the memorable retirements of John Elway, Michael
Jordan and Wayne Gretzky fresh
m our minds, we are still very cognizant of how wonderful it is to
watch someone go out on top.
Elway and Jordan both retired
after winning multiple championships and Gretzky was still setthrough
ting records all the
his final season.
That just makes %vat clang people who have tiled te limie on too
long such ;i,; I he 1(4,1hilv Simies
that
and Andrew I hee clay
much hanky i ake.
Adam Smeller may want to
when it comes to
take net,
comedy albums iinyway.
While Ins first three albums
ranged from outrageously to adequetly funny, his latest release,
"Stan and Judy’s Kid," simply
misses
mark.
There are bright spots, such as
iiil
skits. but
the series
for the oust !Nat the album is full
of songs and skits that )ire inure
.Atopid than hinny
In I hi. past this iiarked.
-The Goat" skit
where a
putt mouthed,
ii
tied -up, talking
’goat jokes around iind is the butt
of many of his homan friends’
jokes
is a ilassic
It alone made Sandlerls second
album, "What The Ilell I lappened
To Me?," worth mu ing and listening to over and ovrr again.
That allmm was also stupid, as

ere his first two major movies
’ silly Madison" and "Happy
;Amore." But when all of those
were released it was fresh.
Sandler was a new commodity, for
the most part. It’s easy to forgive
him for r,.cycling Saturday Night
Live skits :Ind putting his person-

please his audience on at least a
few tracks.
"Whitey," which is about a
hunch -backed, mall -rat midget
with different sized feet, has its
perhaps some of the
moments
funniest on the album but is
way too long at over 19 minutes.
As always, Sandler’s album has
plenty of songs as well. No one
will ever accuse him of having a
musician’s ear, but with the exception of "She Comes Home To Me,"

While his first three albums
ranged from outrageously to
adequately funny, his latest
release, ’Stan and Judy’s Kid,’
simply misses the mark.
al spin on them.
Sandler has lost that freshness-

The problem, which is often a
problem with comedy, is that a lot
of his stuff is simply rehashing old
material.
"Chanukah Song Part 2" is
funny, but is the exact same song
with ni-w Jewish and non-Jewish
!MAWS inserted.
Skits such as "Hot water burn
the baby," which pretty much
plays off Sandler’s infatuation of
sounding like an inaudible infant,
just aren’t funny anymore.
Still, Sandler is an extremely
funny person so he was bound to

he is at his musical worst. Most of
the songs are neither funny nor
catchy.
The lone exception "She
Comes..." is about a man who is
married to a lady of the night with
a very Sinatra-esque background
sound that gives it a hilarious juxtaposition.
Like "The Waterboy," "What
The Hell..." simply isn’t as funny
as Sandler’s older works.
It might not be time to hang it
up just yet, but if Sandler hopes to
continue making money being an
idiot, he better come up with some
new material.

Photo courtesy of Warner Brothers Records

WB’s ’Roswell’ set to make its debut
ALBIN’ ’HMI
Imagine ,1,11.1r

N M. tAl’i

te)1) ager and
you don’t know who your parents
are or where you came from.
That’s a ton of teen angst.
It wasn’t enough for the creators of "Roswell," who have
upped the ante. So, imagine all
the above plus one more thing
you’re an alien.
Rather than relying on the
"Star Wars" approach of fantastic
creatures and cutting-edge special
effects, "Roswell" (premiering 9
p.m. EDT Wednesday, Oct. 6. on
WB) is a star-crossed teen-age
love story with an otherworldly
twist.
The show is scheduled in
the slot that follows the popular
"Dawson’s Creek" and matches
the teen appeal of WB shows like
"fluffy the Vampire Slayer"
"It is a wonderful metaphor for
teen-age alienation," said executive producer and scriptwriter
Jason Katims ("My So-Called
hife"). "As teen-agers, we all feel
like aliens and some of us AN

adults feel that way) too."
While the show may be saving
money on special effects, it is
spending some on the music.
’runes from such alternative
bands as Eagle Eye Cherry, Dave
Matthews, Garbage and Sarah
McLachlan are strategically
placed in the pilot to accent the
emotion of the moment.
Set in Roswell, N.M., but filmed
near Los Angeles with Roswell
Daily Record newspapers in the
racks, "Roswell" borrows heavily
from the fabled high -desert crash
of a UFO.
It is sure to attract, at least for
a while, the hard-core believers
who think the U.S. government is
still covering up the details of that
crash,
Three alien teens who look
human, but later reveal they can
"change molecular structures"
came from an incubator onboard
the spacecraft.
Two of them, MAX Evans
(Jason Behr, who has appeared on
"Dawson’s Creek") and Isabel

Evans (Katherine Heigll, were
found walking naked along the
road as small children and adopted by a loving family.
The third, Michael Guerin
(Brendan Fehr), was adopted by a
man who "just keeps me around
for the monthly check."
The story begins with the
apparent death of teen-ager Liz
Parker (Shin i Appleby).
Liz, a waitress at her father’s
diner, the Crashdown Cafe, is accidentally sha4 in the stomach when
an argument between two patrons
erupts into a struggle over a gun.
Max risks revealing himself
and his friends when he heals the
gunshot wound with a touch that
leaves a silver palm print.
He breaks a bottle of ketchup,
smears it on Parker and tells her
not to tell anyone what happened.
It’s the beginning of an impossible relationship.
As Max reveals more of himself
to Liz, an act of trust the alien
teens believe could have deadly
consequences, he performs a mind

meld that allows Liz to see the
world through his eyes.
She sees herself as well.
"I could feel everything he felt,
I could feel his loneliness," Liz
says. "In his eyes I was beautiful."
Some of the lines are cutely
corny, and the incubator birth is
never fully explained, but enjoying science fiction normally takes
a suspension of disbelief.
Tongue-in-cheek humor that
includes a few low-key special
effects is intended to keep sci-fi
fans from slipping into love-story
ennui.

Lessons That
Will Last
A Lifetime_
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TRAINING

SCH001

Put that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training
School, you will become a commissioned Air Force officer with
earned respect and benefits like - great starting pay. medical and
dental care, management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities For more on how to qualify
and gat your career soaring with the
Air Force Officer Training School, call
I -800-423-USAF, Or visit our website at
~AN( airforce.com
wwwairforce.corn

-Your Online Campus Classifieds Easy access to place
FREE ads
find 1080’s of bargains
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Student Travel
from A to Z
On the journey from A to Z
A is as important m Z

Immo 13,11-31.1111111II,I313, «Hit
Weld* Up
for tow*,

Michael and Isabel chastise
Max for risking everything by saving Liz. "You use your powers all
the time," Max says to Isabel.
"Recreationally," Isabel responds
as she melts the cheese on her
taco.
Appleby says the new episodes
will focus more on the threat of
capture.
The alien teens establish in the
first episode that they believe
they are in a life-and-death situation, avoiding government agents
who will spirit them to a lab and
dissect them.
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NEW YORK
BOSTON
COSTA RICA
LONDON
TOKYO
BALI

$236
$263
$419.
$452
$499
$569

408-295-8886
650-325-3888
102 UNIVERSITY AVE IC
PALO ALTO CA.94301
NEXT to BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO
C 1 F10080150 50

111111=111111111

MIXED MEDIA
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CLASSIFIED

Plirsi: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
GROOM’S ASST/KENNEL iELP
maim no claim for products or needed for small, exclusive
services advertised below not Is shop and kennel. PT, Toes-Sat.
there arty guarantee knelled. The Must be reliable, honest, able to
classified columns of the Spartan do physical work. Exp. working
Daly consist of paid advertising w/dogs preferred, but will train.
and effecter are not approved or Great pay for dog tome $6.50 hr.
verified by the newspaper.
Can FAX resume to 408/3774)109
or Call 371-9115.

EMPLOYMENT
JAVA/C++ PROGRAMMERS
SDV seeks full-time and part-time
developers fluent in Java/C++ who
demonstrate good written & verbal
communication skills. Successful
candidates will develop technologies to support scientific data,
databases, & related web access
8, visualization tools. Flexible hours
for part-time work. Within walking
distance of San Jose State. Send
resume & salary requirements to:
resumes0digitalcreativity.com .

RECEPTIONIST for upscale
Saratoga Spa. Heavy phones
& scheduling, some retail.
Exceptional customer service
Skills and a commitment to
excellence required. Competitive
pay, benefits. Flexible schedule PT/FT. Also hiring for:
CUSTOMER SERVICE order
fulfillment for on-line orders.
COUNSELORS NEEDED
and LICENSED MANICURIST.
for Weekend Camp for Disabled. Harmonic European Day Spa.
Call 408-2437861 for info.
Fax: 408-741-4901. Phone:
Sara 408-741-4997 ext 115.
RESTAURANT: Wart Staff, Busser, www.harmoniespa.com
Host/Hostess, Cashier. ES! Call
408-377-6456.
TELEMARKETING Part/FullTkrie
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
PT NANNY WANTED: 5-10 flex . bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
hrs/wk; 5-month & 10-year-old. blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Loving. Christian home; 10 Media Promotions 408494-0200.
miles from campus; experience,
references req’d. 294-6617.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI has
openings for followliario4rons:
WAITPERSON NEEDED
DAYCARE STAFF
Eve. & Wknd. Shifts Available
Part-Time (2:30-6:30). Working
Salary + Tips
with elementary aged children.
Friendly Fun Environment
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
Apply in Person
Full or Part -Time. Must have
BRITANNIA ARMS
6 ECE units.
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose. Contact Usa at 408-723-5140.

ADMIN. NEEDED Small Promotional Products Co. in Campbell
needs well organized reliable person to WOlil 1520 hours/week in
administration/shipping/receiving.
Rex hours/days. $1000- $11.00
per hour. Fax resume to 408- Retail
8664)749 or call 408866-7000.
ACCOUNTING/ADMINISTRATION
Spartan Shops, Inc. San Jose
State University Requires proficient use of spreadsheet 8, word
processing applications. Duties:
Bank reconciliation, journal
entries, maintain payroll information as necessary and general
office duties. Excellent benefit
pkg. Medical, dental, vision, retirement. 24-32 hours per week
$9.50’ $12.00 per hour. Paid
Training: Nov - Dec 1999. Start:
Jan 2000. Acctg major preferred
w/2 yrs accounting course work.
Spartan Shops, Inc. Personnel
Dept. 1125 N 7th St. San Jose Ca
95112 FAX: 405924-1910.
HIRING BoMktg Attendento
Recreation. Flexible,
weekends, $10/hr.408-866-2741.
EARN $ 10 PER HOUR
PART-TIME FLEXIBLE HOURS
Catered Too the Silicon Valley’s
Premiere Catering & Event Company
is looking for fun, energetic people
to work exciting corporate events.
Call our staffing line now at (650)
625-1309. Work flexible hours
suited to your class schedule.
Meals included with every shift.
Most of our events are downtown
or in the South Bay- always a hip
atmosphere to work in. Experience helpful but not necessary.
Call Now!
DATA ENTRY: Downtown non-vote
20 hours/week. flex. $849/hour.
Type 45 WPM, detail oriented,
PC proficient. Fax: 4082791562.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at $13.10 base appt.
Earn $65 -$393 per week
Gain valuable expenence in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
llam 4pm
CALL 979-9700
iwwv.woridorstudents.com
TEACHERS & AIDES, YWCA has
immediate openings throughout
San Jose. P/T with benefits.
AM/PM shifts. Fax resume to
408-294-1373 or contact Susan
408-295-4011 x215.
SELLING TO MEN -CLOTHING
Ideal part-time weekend job.
Good pay in relaxed atmosphere.
Please call Friday thru Sunday.
408-970-0900 or fax 970-0903.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
Reechoed Teachas and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
Positions are also available that
otter flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
fax resume to 2487350.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
be
should
readers
Classified
reminded that when making
they
contacts,
these further
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate al time
offering employment *stings
orcoupone for discount
vacations or merchandise.

P/T INSTRUCTORS- PARTY
SanJosr&
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
Los GATOS
programs. Need reliable car &
Work with the best coffee beans exper. w/luds. Excellent pay! Will
and the best human beans. Our train. Mad Science 408/262-5437.
South Bay stores are currently
interviewing for part-time (21-35 BABYSITTER NEEDED Afternoons,
hrs/wk) retail sales & full-time 15 days/week, for 3 & 6 year olds
assistant manager positions. in my Cupertino home. English
Competitive pay, medical, includ- speaking, non-smoking, own transing, prescription, chiropractic, and portation. Call 408-2553844.
vision, dental, domestic partner
coverage. 401(k), paid vacation & DO YOU WANT TO BE A MODEL?
sick time, discounts, & advance- Call 408-437-7722 Today.
ment opportunities. Please apply Or visit wom.ArnericanModelhet.
at 2035 Camden Avenue, 1330 El
Paseo, or 1140 Lincoln Avenue, TRANSPORTATION Schedule
Suite C in San Jose, or 798-1 transportation for seniors/
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos: disabled. Heavy phone use.
or send your resume and cover data entry experience. F/T. Some
letter to: Zabed Choudhury, Peel’s week-ends. Excellent benefits.
Coffee & Tea, P.O. Box 12509. $8.99 per hour. Apply at 97 E.
Brokaw Rd, e140, San Jose.
Berkeley, CA 94712-3509.
We encourage applications
TUTORS NEEDED: Eiem, H.S.
from people of all ages, races
subjects. Earn $15 $20/hour.
& ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
Jack or Joan. (408)227-6685.
COFFEE & TEA
www.peets.com
DEUVERY DRIVERS WANTED!
Earn $200 every weekend.
Must have reliable truck & ins,
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
lifting required.
408-292-7876
information. Call 202-452-5901.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Full/Part SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Time, Will train. Flex hours. Call Preschool & School Age Asst,
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
408363-4182.
PT & FT with excellent benefits
DIRECT SALES MARKETING, Call 370-1877 x29.
International Golf Co. SJSU
location. 510-530 per hour. part TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
or full time. Morning or afternoon. NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
Join the team at Small World
Call 971-1645.
Schools and get great experience
working with kids ages 5 12.
SECURITY
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
We will train you. Student Friendly. competitive pay, excellent training,
F/T. P/T. Weekdays & Weekends. and a fun work environment.
F T and PT available. Call (408)
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
Flexible Schedule.
283-9200 ext. 21.
408-2474827
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
NEED RECEPTIONIST SKILLS
Ambitious & energetic people
for a high-tech startup!
needed. FT/PT. Earn 58-515 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
2-3/yrs. experience;
trustworthy; high energy &
around your school schedule.
positive attitude. F/T some
Lots of fun and earn good money.
Call (408)867-7275, leave
flexibility, start $9.50410.50 doe.
voicemail or email us at
Fax resume 408-727-5078 or
www.connthianparking.com. Leave
call 408-727-5077 ext 500.
name and number where you can
many.icompression.com
be contacted.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
STUDENT JOBS, Paid internships
TOP PAY!
or financial aid at nationwide
Immediate temp/perm
company, part-time or full-time.
Kristie 360-1370.
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for:
Day Care Centers. Etc
(408) 8668550
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
FT & PT opportunities available
FIRST YEAR/F1RST SEMESTER
working with infant/toddler,
FRESHMEN
preschool & school age children.
815.00/hour
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
Just out of High School?
In your first semester of college? salary, excellent benefits package
to FT & PT employees and an
Living in the Santa Clara county’?
If the answer is ’yes" to these ennching work environment. For
three questions, then you may be positions avail at our centers in:
eligible to make $16.00 per hour San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
in a research study group.
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
Interested?
call (408)371-99(X) ix
Call 408-288-7136.
fax resumes 101408) 371-7685
e-mail: janderson0cdicdc.org
For Part -Time and
For more info about CDI/CDC &
Full -Time Positions, call
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Jobline at 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
Fast placement, no fees
Office jobs in local companies
FOOD SERVICEEstaesso BarHost
Students/grads/career change
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
Temp/Tempto-Hire/Direct Hire
family style restaurant in Sunyvl.
San Jose to San Mateo
All shifts avail. Flex hrs. $9.25/hr.
Phone: (650) 325-1133
to start. Call 408-733-9446 or
Fax: (650) 325-3639
www.halimarkpersonnel.com 522-3802. Ask for Mgr.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get 5$ PAID $5
to lose up to 30 lbs.
in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (408)7915256.

LIBRARY
/ Part-Time Positions
Available Throughout CA.
Librarians. Assts. & Clerks
Library Education/Experience.
Visit us at www.almusccom

DAYCARE TEACHERS.
1<-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous expenence with TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec, Dept & Regular Class $8.60-511.52 hr.
children preferred. Please call
AFTER SCHOOL EXTENDED Care
Elementary School Age Recreation
Saratoga School District.
244-1968v 16
TEACHERS, PT. Energetic. Call
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few Call 867-3424x504 for application
Paul / Dan @ 287-3939.
VALET PARKERS - Part-time, positions avail approx lam-ham. & information. Immediate Need.
TEACH DRIVING. Company car. evenings & weekends in Los Xlnt salary. no ECE units req.
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
Good Pay. After school + wknds. Gatos and Saratoga. Must be Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
P/T instructors Elem. Schools.
HS grad. 18+. Call 971-7557 neat in appearance with good
be
THERAPIST
to
work
Degree
/ Credential NOT Required.
Must
service
skills.
TEACHER
/
customer
www.deluxedriving.com.
able to drive a 5 speed and have in behavioral program in both Opportunity for leaching exp. Need
Car.
VM:
(408)287-4170 ext. 408.
environments.
opening
&
school
&
home
Immediate
TEACHER/TEACHER ASST Come a valid COL.
Join OurTeam!NAEYC Accred Cntr flexible schedules available. Eam Emphasis on development and ECE/AAE
tips.
and
acquisition of communication
in Sidle. FT/PT. All ages Exper/Ed $10 to $15 pet hour with
ACUFACTS SECURITY
petered. Call Trao/Jan 2457285. Please call 1-925-210-1232. play skills. Psychology. Child Des,
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Occupational Therapy. & Special
Golden Gate Valet,
Ed backgrounds are desirable. Full & part-time positrons available
EVENT PLANNER, FT, plan & host
Paid training
Excellent refs working w/ children
variety of activities for single ADMINISTRATIVE /ASSIST.
Excellent benefits
required. Full & part time avail.
Small consulting services co in
adults. High energy, creative,
No experience necessary
Salary negotiable. Must have car.
San Jose seeks a FT person
professional with recreation or
Apply in personal
Fax resume 408/356-9551.
w/exec phone skills, PC skills.
event background. Fax resume:
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose
admin experience. HR or high-tech
650-9651447 attn: Debbie.
Or call Laune at 408-286 5880.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
background a plus plus.
Up to $600/month
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES. Graphic Excellent benefits. Fax resume to:
408298-9701. Cindy.
Become a Sperm Donor
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
Designers & Writers wanted for
Healthy males, 19-40 years old wanted. Fun environment, close to
weekly newspaper. PT & internUniv. Students/Grads/Faculty
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
ship available. Call 408-9284750 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area
Contact California Cryobank
hours. Central YMCA 2981717x 34.
Clerical, Technical, Full-time.
or fax resume to 408.928-1757.
650-324-1900, M-F. 8-4:30.
Cal Lupe 408/9428866 or email
DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
lupe@electronixstaffing.com.
GOPHER/DRIVER wonted P/T
for local fern with "can do" attitude,
CA license, & good driving record.
Hours flexible. Call 282-1500.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

TEACHERS, & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of Santa
Clara Valley is now hiring for
Preschool & School-Age Childcare
Centers in San Jose, Cupertino.
Santa Clara. Los Gatos. Saratoga,
Campbell, Evergreen. Milpitas &
Berryessa. Full and part-time
positions available. Hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams,
great experience in working with
children, career advancement,
and good training opportunities.
Tece-heis require rninimum 6 units
in ECE. education, recreation,
psychology, sociology, physical
education and/or other related
fields. Please call Beth Prefix at
408-291-8894 for information and
locations.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time. flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.

WORD PROCESSING

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488
vnwy.bworks.com/elec/
practice/briseno.htm
CONFIDENTIAL FREE BIRTH
Control for women: pills or De-po
shot, STD screening. pap &
pregnancy tests. etc. 942-0980.

BI-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics - Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics - Electnc
SAT GED CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Computer: Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor907630aol.com

EfillagfiCTINCCflefral
20 . consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 . consecutive issues’ receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County ’advertisers
and SJSU students. staff I faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Cgy &

WRITING HELP:
Highest quality wnting, editing,
ghostwnting. Essays, application
statements, reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
($10) 801-9554 or
email bolick0best.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADVERTISERS- Coupon Book
forming 10,000 copies, $350 gets
you in. Also Computer Services:
WP, DTP, Graphic Design, Web
Pages, Custom Photo T-shirts,
Color Photo Business Cards. etc.
Commission Sales Jobs. too!
408-287-9158
http://members.aol.com/funkeyern
IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
It’s about freedom. It’s about you!
’WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?" Find
out for yourself. Order ’WHAT IS
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
the Church of Scientolosy,
1-800-2936483.

408-924-3277

Please check
one classification:

Slate

7,p code

Phone

Send check or money order la (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
IN Deadline: 10:00 am- two weekdays before publication.
NAN ads are prepaid. II No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

EGG DONORS WANTED
If you are between the ages of
21 and 35, and looking for the
most rewarding experience of your
life, call 1-888-350-7122.
Asian and Jewish donors needed.

SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

LILLILILLIULULILIULILILILIUULILIULIUJUJULIULI
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Address

RENIALHIMINfi
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CENTRAL YMCA YOUTH SPORTS SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BORM APTS.
Volunteer Coaches Needed!!! The Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, suana,
Central YMCA is looking for volunteers to coach youth sports teams full gym, on-site management, all
ages 3 to 14 years old. The sports appliances included,central A/C.
offered are basketball, roller hockey
Stop by today for a tour.
& soccer. Sessions are six weeks
Open Monday thru Saturday.
long with practices one night a
THE COLONNADE
week & games on Saturdays. For 201 So 4th St. (408) 2743639.
more info. please contact Natalia
Mercadat Youth Sports Director, NICE, CLEAN 28R/1BA APT.
Central YMCA 408-298-1717x 15. $980/mot- 1 mo. dep. Reed 8,
11th. by SJSU. Call 408248.3257.

UULIULIULIUULIUULIVJULILIULILIULIUUJULICILILI

Name

408-924-3282

MEN & WOMEN
PROFESSIONAL WOW Processing
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Group Projects, etc.
or using chemicals. Let us
All formats, specializing in APA.
permanently remove your
Mion/mini tape transcription. Fax.
unwanted hair. Back- Chest - Lip
Experienced, dependable.
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
quick return.
Students & faculty receive 15%
Call Linda 408-264-4504,
discount. First appt. 1/2 ertce if
made before 12/31/99Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
TUTORS
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Crrtil.
(408) 379-3500.
TUTORING HELP REQUESTED
in STATISTICS. If you can help,
please call 408-504-2189. Ask for
Chris.
WANTED

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thells
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

IS

FAX:

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Four
Five
One
Two
Three
Days
Days Days
Days
Day
$9
$11
$13
$7
3 Ines
$5
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases 82 for each additional day.

N.A.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Divers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
’Good Students’ "Educators"
-Engineers’ "Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
BEST RATES
on
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
Sit. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
4014244-9100
8am 8pm Mon Sat
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Sentry’s
command
5 ’The Mammoth
Hunters" heroine
9 Throttle
14 Muslim leader
15 Objective
16 Jazz pianist Blake
17 Mystique
18 impolite
19 Workshop tool
20 Blitzen’s
companion
22 Red wines
24 Wool sources
26 Onassis’
nickname
27 Mollycoddled
30 Barnyard pest
35 Vexed
36 Crease
37 - gin fizz
38 Piano part
39 Sharpest
42 Eggs
43 Baseballer
Slaughter
45 Goddess of
discord
46 Merchant’s
goods
48 White wine
50 Take off
51 "The Greatest"
52 More bashful
54 Torn to shreds
58 - illusion
62 Likeness
63 Tough fiber
65 Till the cows home
66 Iron -rich meat
67 Type of molding
68 Poems of praise
69 Suspicious
70 Sentence part
71 Camper’s need

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOM DOMM 12001AM
MOIREI OVIMM MOM
OMMOIMUUMO DORM
OWO OWOM MMOOM
MMIMMOCIO DOM
MOB MUMUNGIO
BOOM UOREIO DOM
MOMfi MEMO HOOD
OM BRIM@ IMMO
UMMIMUOM MBEI
=MO OMENIERMO
omump OOMUcILlIg
NORCO MMMIAMMUMM
MOOR ODOM MUM
MOM MOM UMOM
0

1999 Under] Fealura Syndocale

DOWN
1 Stack
2 Chinese border
river
3 Italian currency
4 Rapid system
5 Concurred
6 "Say - My Girl"
7 Lass’
counterpart
8 Actor Baldwin
9 Aromatic woods
10 Goes faster
11 Emmy relative
12 Plaid garment
13 Slippery ones
21 Part of the face
23 Rendered fats
25 Fakes
27 Pedals
28 Gladiator’s
place
29 Louisiana
feature
31 Bu (fight cheers

32 Plant life
33 Sweetheart
34 Nutritional
supplement
36 Common
houseplant
40 Ghostly
41 Chirp
44 Reel
47 Downy fruit
49 Queen of
whodunits
50 Ladled
53 "Iliad" poet
54 Factory
55 Pansienne s
friend
56 Cathedral
part
57 Arab boat
59 Secret writing
60 Revival
meeting
shout
6 For fear that
64 Conceit

MEM MAMA MENEM
UM UM= MIMI
NM NM MEM
MMINNIMM MINIM=
MEOW dM111
MIME= MINIMIldWil
WEE= MEM WM=
MINIMINIMi.
MEM MEM MOM
MINIMMOMM AMIE=
Mil MOM
OddllIMEM dINIMOdd
AIME= ad= MEM
AMIE dIMMIll a.=
dIMMEM WM= UMEM
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